Ian Schubach

Business & Leadership Consultant & Keynote Speaker

Ian Schubach is a former African Safari Guide and adventurer, and a business and leadership consultant who is renowned for delivering impressive outcomes in leadership and team development, engagement, and culture change.

Drawing on his experience as a Safari Guide, and with a strong belief that teams can learn from the wild, Ian is a dynamic keynote speaker who expertly links the law of the jungle to the wild, unpredictable and sometimes predatory world of business. In the process, he examines how African animals maintain their competitive advantage. Ian Schubach demonstrates how the survival and success of each animal is anchored in its habits and behaviours - and how this is the case in business and life too.

More about Ian Schubach:

Ian Schubach is a business consultant and the co-founder of Red Leaf, a highly successful Australian leadership consultancy. It's this experience, alongside his experience as an African Safari Guide, that has given him a unique understanding of business and nature, and how the two can mirror and benefit each other.

Ian has delivered hundreds of keynote presentations and he has designed and facilitated leadership events in Australia, Asia, Europe, South Africa and the United States.

By identifying and describing the four habits and behaviours of iconic African animals - the lion, elephant, leopard and giraffe - Ian creates lasting analogies that teach people to become better leaders and build more effective teams.

Using dramatic wildlife imagery and gripping story-telling ability, Ian engages and thrills his audiences. His presentations are full of sound business sense interlaced with humour. They cover key teamwork themes such as communication, goal setting and synergy. Audiences leave enthralled and repeat the stories to friends and colleagues, resulting in immense take-home business value from the wild.